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This essay is an explanation of a magnificent hadeeth which is an instance of the 
comprehensive statements of the Prophet r, concise in wording but profound in meaning. 
It comprises the fundamentals of ‘aqeedah and foundations of eemaan, and is deservingly 
considered a comprehensive text in ‘aqeedah which is recommended for a Muslim to read 
each night in order to renew his eemaan, firmly implant his ‘aqeedah, and strengthen his 
connection with his Lord, Most Mighty and Exalted. 
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 Indeed, all praise is due to Allaah. We praise Him, seek His assistance, ask His forgiveness, 
and turn to Him in repentance. We seek refuge in Allaah from the evils of our own selves, and the 
evil consequences of our misdeeds. Whoever Allaah has guided, none can lead astray; and whoever 
Allaah has allowed to stray, none can guide. I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped 
except Allaah alone, without any partner, and I bear witness that Muhammad is His worshipping 
servant and Messenger. May Allaah send salaah and salaam upon him, and upon all his family and 
Companions. 
 The subject of this essay is a magnificent, tremendously beneficial text which comprises the 
foundations of ‘aqeedah and fundamentals of the religion, beautifully summarized yet completely 
fulfilling. It is a short text which every Muslim should memorize by heart and repeat every night, in 
emulation of our Noble Prophet, may Allaah send salaah, salaam, and blessings upon him. 
 It is established in the two Saheeh collections1, from the narration of ibn ‘Abbaas C, that the 
Prophet r would say when he stood to pray at night, 
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O Allaah, to You belongs all hamd; You are the Qayyim of the heavens, earth, and whoever 
they contain. To You belongs all hamd; You are the Noor of the heavens, earth, and 
whoever they contain. To You belongs all hamd; You are the Malik of the heavens, earth, 
and whoever they contain. To You belongs all hamd; You are al-Haqq, Your promise is al-
Haqq, Your word is al-Haqq, meeting You is haqq, Jannah is haqq, the Fire is haqq, the 

Prophets are haqq, Muhammad r is haqq, and the Hour is haqq. O Allaah, to You I submit, 
in You I have eemaan, upon You I place reliance, to You I turn in repentance, to You I 
resort in facing opponents, and with You I seek judgement. Thus, forgive me for what I 
have done before and what I shall do later on; what I have done in private and what I have 
done in public. You are al-Muqaddim and You are al-Mu’akhkhir. There is none worthy of 
worship except You. 
 In another narration he added, 

 	> 	�  	@ �� 	)  	> 	�  	A �� ��  �>�5  �B&�1 
There is neither movement nor might except by Allaah. 
 This tremendous, comprehensive text contains twenty two phrases, and our Prophet r 
used to repeat it each night when he began his night prayers. 
 Devoting such attention to these momentous words by commencing the night prayers with 

                                                           

1 Al-Bukhaaree (1120, 6317, 7385, 7442, 7499), and Muslim (769). It is the first hadeeth in the chapter about Tahajjud (night prayer) in 
Saheeh al-Bukhaaree. 
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them undoubtedly shows how magnificent they are. This is especially so when said in the depths of 
the night2 while creatures are still, people are asleep, and the world is tranquil; a time of nearness to 
Allaah, when the gates of the heaven are open with abundant mercy, and the Lord I descends to 
the nearest heaven to give and bestow; when the pious, sincere servant stands before his Lord I 
during this virtuous time to pray to Him as much as he is able, commencing with these tremendous 
words which abound with eemaan, conviction, tawheed, sincerity, and surrender to Allaah; seeking 
nearness to Him by His names and attributes, humility before His might and glory, and penitence 
before Him. All this has a truly profound effect on strengthening eemaan, implanting ‘aqeedah, and 
making tawheed firmly rooted. 
 It is also imperative to bear in mind that the words of thikr and du‘aa’ authentically reported 
from our Prophet and role model r are not merely words without meaning or phrases without 
substance. On the contrary, they are tremendous words containing the most magnificent meanings 
and loftiest objectives. How could it be otherwise when they are the words of one who speaks the 
truth, and receives revelation which is the truth? He does not speak of his own desire; rather, it is 
only revelation revealed to him, and he said them while privately beseeching his Lord, may He be 
glorified in His loftiness. 
 The constant practice of the Prophet r in saying these tremendous words when he woke at 
night to pray clearly shows us how vital it is for a Muslim to constantly remember and call to mind 
the foundations of eemaan and the ‘aqeedah of the religion in an effort to renew his eemaan, strengthen 
it, and allow it to take root firmly in such a manner that it only increases in strength and firmness 
with the passing of each day and night. These blessed words of thikr serve to fully make that a 
reality, such that the ‘aqeedah of the believing servant of Allaah remains firmly rooted and renewed 
with the alternation of various times. 
 The Prophet r said, 

 � �C� 	D �� 	,�E �-	� 	B� ����	F �0& 	  , �"�� 	G��� �H ���I�� �"	� �G	E & 	 	3 �� �3 �� 	)	� �J �� 	K ;�  �"	� �G	�	� 	-& 	E � �C� �-�5 �� ;�  	-& 	E �� �L�1��� 
“Indeed, eemaan gets worn out within one of you just as a tattered garment is worn out. 
Thus, ask Allaah to renew the eemaan in your hearts.”3 It was also reported in al-Musnad 4 and 
other books from Aboo Hurayrah t that the Messenger of Allaah r said, 

 �� �L	�& 	E�5 �� �D �� 	K,  ����� : ��	 �� ?	����	 ���� �� �� ���� ���� �� �� ,��� ��� �� �� 	��:  �B� �>�5 	?	��5 	> �@ �� 	� �� �� �� �8�I �3	� 

“Renew your eemaan.” It was inquired, “Messenger of Allaah, how do we renew our eemaan?” He 
replied, “Say laa ilaaha illallaah often.” This means that frequent repetition of it renews eemaan in 
the heart, fills it with light, and increases it in conviction and sincerity. However, making such a state 
reality requires consistent action, struggling with one’s soul, and constant mindfulness, since ‘aqeedah 
is not just a text which you read at a certain stage of learning and then eventually finish; or which 
you read to a shaykh in a masjid and then stop. Rather, ‘aqeedah is something which must remain with 
you throughout life, constantly at all times. 
 The tremendous words of this blessed supplication used by our Prophet r to commence his 
night prayers truly actualize the aforementioned meanings, make them reality, and firmly establish 

                                                           

2 As mentioned in the narration of the hadeeth collected by Muslim where it says the Prophet r “would say when he stood to pray in 
the depths of the night...” Prayer at this time is the most virtuous of prayers and the most beloved prayer to Allaah I after the 
obligatory ones. Muslim collected in his Saheeh (1163) that Aboo Hurayrah t narrated, “The Messenger of Allaah r was asked which 
prayer is best after the obligatory ones and he replied, ‘Prayer in the depths of the night.’” 
3 Collected by al-Haakim (1/45) who commented, “Its narrators are thiqaat from Egypt,” and ath-Thahabee concurred. Also, in Fayd 
al-Qadeer (2/410), al-Munaawee cited the comment of al-‘Iraaqee who said that it is “a hasan hadeeth.” 
4 Al-Musnad (8710), and al-Haakim also collected it in al-Mustadrak (4/265) where he commented, “It is a hadeeth which is saheeh al-
isnaad.” However, ath-Thahabee re-evaluated and corrected him saying, “the scholars graded [the narrator named] Sadaqah to be 
da‘eef.” 
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them in the heart in a remarkable way. Thus, it is only fitting that a Muslim memorize these words 
by heart, and strive to ensure that he performs some prayers at night, commencing them with these 
magnificent, blessed words reported from the Prophet r. Additionally, one must not let his nights 
pass him by, having deprived himself of this abundant good, great virtue, and blessed reward. 
 Al-Aajurree ? stated, 

It is a noble, virtuous deed for anyone whom Allaah U guides to accomplish it, and easy for anyone 
whom Allaah makes it easy…Any individual who performs some amount of prayers at night should 
memorize this, and the reason I encourage him to memorize it is in order for him to use it. In fact, it 
should also be memorized by any Muslim who does not perform prayers at night so that he can 
supplicate with it, hoping that his Most Generous Lord and Protector might guide him to pray at night, 
if He so wills.5 

 In this regard, the scholars have also emphasized the necessity of bearing in mind the 
meanings of prescribed words of thikr in order for them to have a strong effect and yield the desired 
objective. Therefore, if one says them as mere words without understanding their meanings or 
knowing what they signify, they become weak in their effect, if not becoming devoid of any efficacy 
whatsoever, as the scholars – may Allaah have mercy upon them – have mentioned. This is 
especially the case if one’s deeds and speech contradict the meaning of the thikr he says. However, if 
one is guided to devote attention to words of thikr, saying them consistently while understanding 
their meanings and actualizing their purpose, they produce many varieties of full, ripe fruits and yield 
a wholesome harvest. Thikr would then be, as ibn al-Qayyim ? explained, 

A tree which bears knowledge and circumstances which are earnestly striven for by all who tread the 
path [to Allaah]. Thus, there is no means to obtaining these fruits except from the tree of thikr. The 
larger the tree and the firmer its roots, the finer its fruits would be. As such, thikr yields all desired 
levels of the religion, ranging from mere wakefulness of the mind to full establishment of tawheed. It is 
the root and foundation upon which every level of the religion is built, just as a wall is built upon its 
foundation, and as a roof is supported by its walls.6 

 All aid is sought from Allaah, and there is neither movement nor might except by Him. 
 This marks the onset of explaining the phrases of the tremendous supplication narrated 
from our Noble Prophet r, doing so with brevity; although, the reality is that each phrase requires 
thorough individual elaboration. I ask Allaah by His grace and assistance to place blessing for all of 
us in this brief explanation; to grant us good and benefit from it more than we could hope for; and 
make it a means for us all to renew and fortify our eemaan, and firmly implant the proper ‘aqeedah 
within us; and Allaah alone, without any partner, grants all success. 
 

His statement “O Allaah, to You belongs all hamd; You are the Qayyim of the heavens, 

earth, and whoever they contain.” The Prophet r began beseeching the Lord of the earth 
and heavens by hamd which refers to praising Allaah I as He deserves and doing so with love for 
Him. 
 Hence, hamd is both praise and love, and when the element of love is removed from praise, it 
is called madh, not hamd. 
 Hamd of Allaah I is accomplished by praising Allaah bearing in mind His majestic attributes 
and all-encompassing blessings, while loving, extolling, and glorifying Him. This is specific to Allaah 
and it is not to be directed to anyone except Him. Such is the reason for saying, “to You belongs 
all hamd (laka al-hamd),” which conveys exclusivity since putting the word “laka” first means that 
hamd is specifically for Allaah. Thus, all hamd belongs to Allaah, Lord of all creation. 
 Hamd is merited due to names and attributes intrinsic to Allaah, and also due to blessings 

                                                           

5 Fadl Qiyaam al-Layl wat-Tahajjud (pg. 135-136). 
6 Al-Waabil as-Sayyib (pg.157). 
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and gifts He bestows. 
An example of hamd for Allaah merited by His names and attributes is the hamd of the 

Prophet r for Allaah I in this hadeeth due to Him being al-Qayyoom; as well as being the Noor of 
the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain; and also being the Malik of the heavens, earth, and 
whoever they contain. 

An example of hamd for Allaah merited by His blessings and gifts is the statement of our 
Prophet r, 

& 	��� 	� 	$ �M 	� 	 ��	� 	  	* 	� �3	 ��� 	N �3�F 	E �-	� ���. 	O��� �� 	$ P 	Q �8	�	� 	B� �-�5  �M 	� 	 ��	� 	  	*	1 �8 �R�� 	H 	8 �R	E ��	�& 	��� 	� 	$ 

“Allaah is most certainly pleased with His servant who eats some food then offers hamd to 
Allaah for it, or drinks some drink then offers hamd to Allaah for it.”7 
 Thus, hamd is due to Allaah for every name, attribute, action, and ruling of His; and hamd is 
further due to Allaah for every blessing and gift He bestows. 

{Ñ�Ð���Ï��Î�Í�Ìz 
“And whatever blessing you have is from Allaah.” [an-Nahl (16):53] 

�{\���]��̂��_��a�`z 
“And if you were to count the blessings of Allaah, you would not be able to enumerate them 
all.” [an-Nahl (16):18]. As such, Allaah alone deserves all hamd and praise. 
 In this supplication used to commence the night prayer, hamd is repeated along with the 
mention of various names and attributes for which Allaah deserves hamd. This proves that having 
sound knowledge of Allaah’s names and attributes is one of the most significant factors which 
contribute to fulfilling hamd of Allaah in the best way possible. 
 The repetition of hamd also underscores its importance; and the fact that it is associated with 
a different meaning each time shows the variety and multitude of factors which entitle Allaah to all 
hamd. 
 His statement, “You are the Qayyim of the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain” 
means the One who directs all affairs of the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain with complete 
organization, regulation, and control. Thus, the command lies in the Hand of Allaah I, and all 
yields to the control of al-Qayyoom; the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain – all these creatures 
are regulated by the command of Allaah I. Al-Qayyoom8 is one of His names is and it is mentioned 
three times in the Qur’aan: in Aayatul-Kursee and at the beginning of Soorah Aali ‘Imraan, 

{y�x��w��v�u�t�sz 
“Allaah; there is none worthy of worship except Him; al-Hayy (the Eternally Living) al-
Qayyoom,” and also in Soorah Taa Haa, 

{Á�À�¿�¾z 
“And all faces shall be humbled before al-Hayy al-Qayyoom.” [Taa Haa (20):111] 
 This name, al-Qayyoom, establishes that Allaah is self-sufficient and that He organizes the 
affairs of His creation. Hence, it is a name that shows two things: 
 Firstly, the perfection of Allaah in not having need for anything. He is self-sufficient and has 
no need for His creation. 

                                                           

7 Collected by Muslim (2734) from Anas ibn Maalik t. 
8 This name appears in the narration of an-Nasaa’ee (7656) for this hadeeth with the wording, “To You belongs all hamd; You are 
the Qayyoom of the heavens and the earth.” 
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�{|�{z���y�x�w�v�u�������������~��}z 
“O mankind, you are all in need of Allaah, while Allaah is al-Ghanee (not in need of 
anything), al-Hameed (Most Praiseworthy).” [Faatir (35):15] He also states in a hadeeth qudsee, 

 	Q �� �S���. 	4 ��	� �� �L��5 T�D&	. �$ &	E;��� �O 	9�+	U 	  ;�O �9	� �� �S ���. 	4 ��	� 	� ,;��� !8 �V	U 	  T �8 
“O My servants, you can never do anything to harm Me in any way, and you can never do 
anything to benefit me in any way.”9 
 Allaah not having any need for His creation is due to the infinite richness which is intrinsic 
to Him; He does not need anything from them, and He does not need them in any way. 
 Secondly, the perfection of Allaah in His omnipotence and organization of His creation. He 
is the One who carries out all those functions by His infinite ability, whereas all of creation is in 
need of Him and none of them are independent of needing Allaah for even the blink of an eye. The 
‘arsh (throne), kursee (footstool), heavens, earth, mountains, trees, humans, and animals are all utterly 
dependent upon Allaah U, while He independently regulates all of his creatures and directs all of 
creation as He wishes. Allaah U has said, 

{»�º¹� �̧¶����µ�´��³��²�±����¿�¾�½�¼z 
“Is He then who takes charge of every soul, and knows what it has earned, like anyone else? 

Yet they ascribe partners to Allaah. Say: Name them!” [ar-Ra‘d (13):33]  Allaah I has also said, 

�{u�t���s���r��qp�o���n��m�l������k�j�ihg�f�e��d�c�b���az 
“Indeed, Allaah holds the heavens and the earth lest they move from their places; and if they 

were to move, there is no one who could hold them after Him.” [Faatir (35):41] And He I has further 
said, 

�{G�F�E�D�C�B�Az 
“And among His signs is that the heaven and the earth are established by His command.” [ar-
Room (30):25] And there are many aayaat to this effect. 
 

His statement, “To You belongs all hamd; You are the Noor of the heavens, earth, and 
whoever they contain.” This establishes an-Noor as one the names of Allaah and also as one of 

His attributes. It also carries the meaning that Allaah gives light to the heavens and earth by His 
infinite ability. Ash-Shaykh ‘Abdur-Rahmaan ibn Sa‘dee ? explained this name saying 

An-Noor as one of His attributes is of two types: 
[Firstly,] a tangible light, and this refers to the magnificent light that emanates from the glory and 

splendour of Allaah’s Face and majesty, such that if Allaah were to lift the barrier from His Face, that 
light would burn all of creation as far as His Sight can reach. There is no other way to explain this light 
other than this very phrase used by the Prophet r to convey such a profound meaning: that none of 
creation would withstand the light of His Face if He were to show it to them; and that if He did not 
grant the inhabitants of the eternal abode [in Jannah] a perfected state of existence and aid them in that 
way, they would be unable to look at their Majestic Lord. All lights in all of the lofty heavens are from 
His Light; moreover, the light in the Jannaat of blessing – whose width spans the distance of the 
heavens and the earth, and none knows their vastness except Allaah – is from His Light. Thus, the 
light of the ‘arsh, kursee, and Jannaat are all from His Light, to say nothing of the light of the sun, moon, 
and stars [which are also from His Light]. 

The second type is an intangible light which enlightens the hearts of His Prophets, chosen ones, 

                                                           

9 Collected by Muslim (2577), and it is a portion of a narration from Aboo Tharr t. 
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awliyaa’, and angels; light of knowledge and of love. When His believing awliyaa’ know Him, this 
knowledge gives light to their hearts in proportion to how well they know Him in terms of the qualities 
of His Majesty, and their belief in the attributes of His Splendour. Every one of His attributes has an 
effect upon their hearts, since knowledge about Allaah is the greatest knowledge there is. Everything 
which is beneficial knowledge gives light to the hearts, and how much more so is the case for this 
knowledge which is the most noble type of knowledge and the root and foundation of them all.10 

Hence, Allaah is light, His laws are light, and His Messenger is light who carries light and 
illumination. Allaah U has said, 

�{�X�W����V�U��T��SR�Q�P�O�N�M��L��Kz 
“O Prophet, We have indeed sent you as a witness, bearer of glad tidings, and a warner; a 
caller to Allaah, by His permission, and a shining lamp.” [al-Ahzaab (33):45-46]  Revelation is also light, as 
Allaah I has said, 

�{U�T��S�R�Q�P�O�N�M��L�K�J��I�H�GF�E�D��C�B�A��XW�V�

]�\����[�Z�Yz 
“And thus, We have revealed to you an inspiration or Our command. You did not know 
what the Book and eemaan were. However, We made it a light by which We guide whom 
We will among Our servants. And you indeed guide to a straight path.” [ash-Shooraa (42):52]   
 

His statement, “To You belongs all hamd; You are the Malik of the heavens, earth, and 
whoever they contain.”11 This affirms that the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain all 

belong to Allaah I and He has no partner in any of that whatsoever, not even in something the size 
of a tiny ant. Allaah owns all and the dominion is completely His. He directs all facets of His 
dominion as He wills; He creates and provides; causes death and gives life; decrees and executes; 
honours and humiliates; lowers and raises; none can reject His decision, and none can re-evaluate or 
find fault with His decree. Ibn al-Qayyim ? stated 

Having complete dominion is actualized by giving and withholding; honouring and humiliating; 
rewarding and punishing; being angry and being pleased; putting some forth in certain positions and 
withdrawing others; distinguishing those who deserve distinction, and degrading those who deserve to 
be degraded. Allaah, the Most High, has said, 

{o�n��m�lk��j�ih�g��f�e�d�c�b�a�`�_�~�}�|�{�z�y�x�w�����p
�t�s�r�q�u���ª����©�¨�§�¦�¥¤�£�¢�¡�����~��}�|�{z�y��x�w�vz 

“Say: O Allaah, the Owner of all dominion; You grant dominion to whom You will and seize 
dominion from whom You will; You honour whom You will and humiliate whom You will; all 
good lies in Your Hand; You are indeed omnipotent over all things. You cause the night to 
enter the day, and You cause the day to enter the night. You bring the living out of the dead, 
and You bring the dead out of the living. And You provide for whom You will without limit.” 
[Aali ‘Imraan (3):26-27] Allaah, the Most High, has also said, 

�{d�c�b�a�`���j�i�h���g������f�ez 
“Whoever is in the heavens and the earth asks of Him. Every day He has a matter to regulate.” 
[ar-Rahmaan (55):29] He forgives sins, eases difficulties, removes distress, aids the oppressed, takes oppressors to 

                                                           

10 Fath ar-Raheem al-Malik al-‘Allaam (pg.62-63). 
11 An alternate narration has the wording, “To You belongs all hamd; to You belongs the dominion of the heavens and the 
earth,” and in another narration, “To You belongs all hamd; You are the Lord of the heavens and the earth.” 
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account, frees the enslaved, enriches the poor, gives solace to the troubled, heals the ill, overlooks 
errors, conceals faults, honours the humble, degrades the arrogant, gives those who ask, wipes out a 
nation and puts another in its place, alternates days of varying conditions between various people, 
raises some people and lowers others, executes His decrees – which He decreed before the creation of 
the heavens and the earth by fifty thousand years – all at their appointed times, with nothing happening 
before or after its time. He knows and can account for each and every one of them, just as His book 
has them all recorded. His pen wrote them all down, His decision about each one was executed, and 
He already knew about all of them in His eternal, infinite knowledge. Thus, He alone acts freely and 
independently throughout all His dominion, directing all things as the sole sovereign owner and 
controller; omnipotent, unrivalled, just, and merciful. He is completely uncontested in His dominion; 
none can raise objection against Him; the things He allows to transpire in His kingdom revolve around 
justice, kindness, wisdom, the greatest overall good, and mercy; and none of these are absent in His 
regulating the creation.12 

The eemaan and conviction that Allaah I is al-Malik, without any rival, dictates singling Him out 
alone in all acts of worship and making the religion sincerely for Him. How could someone have the 
firm conviction that He alone is al-Malik who controls all things, yet take recourse to others? Where 
is his eemaan that Allaah is al-Malik in whose Hand lies the dominion of the heavens and the earth? 
Does anyone else invoked control anything for himself or others? 
 Furthermore, there is repeated clarification in the Noble Qur’aan that Allaah being the sole 
sovereign owner and controller is a clear proof of the obligation to single Him out alone with all acts 
of worship. 

{´�³�²�±������°����¯���®�¬«�ª�©�¨z 
“Thus, may Allaah al-Malik al-Haqq be exalted. None has the right to be worshipped 
except Him, Lord of the Noble Throne.” [al-Mu’minoon (23):116] In addition, worshipping other than Allaah 
is complete misguidance and utterly futile as no one else controls for himself harm, benefit, life, 
death, or coming back to life after dying. There are many aayaat in the Qur’aan which establish this 
reality and make it fully apparent: 

�{�O�N�M�L�K�J��I�H�G�F�E�D�C�B�A� �

�V��U�T��S��R�Q�Pz 
“And they took for themselves besides Him deities which cannot create anything, but are 
themselves created; and do not own for themselves harm or benefit; and cannot control 
death, life, or resurrection.” [al-Furqaan (25):3] 

�{�s�r�q�p�on�m���l��� � �k���j��i�h�g�f�e��d��c�b�a�`
v�ut���w��x��y���_~}��|�{�z��g�f�e��d�c��b�a�`

��r������q�p�o�nm�l�k�j��ihz 
“He causes the night to enter the day, and He causes the day to enter the night. And He has 
subjected the sun and the moon, each following its course for an appointed term. That is 
Allaah, your Lord; to Him belongs all dominion. And those whom you invoke besides Him 
do not even own the flimsy, thin film on a date stone. When you invoke them, they cannot 
hear your call; and even if they could hear, they cannot respond; and on the Day of 
Resurrection, they will disown your worship of them. And none can inform you like One 

                                                           

12 Tareeq al-Hijratayn (pg.115-116). 
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who is acquainted with all things.” [Faatir (35):13-14] 

{�Ð�Ï�Î�Í�ÌË�Ê�É�È�Ç��Æ�Å�Ä�Ã�Â�Á�Àz 
“Say: do you worship besides Allaah things that do not control for you harm or benefit, 
while Allaah is as-Samee ‘ (All-Hearing) al-‘Aleem (All-Knowing)?” [al-Maa’idah (5):76] 

{�̈§���«�ª�©��¬���®��̄��²��±������°��³��´z 
“Say: call upon those whom you claim as deities besides Him; they do not have the power to 
remove harm from you, or to divert it.” [al-Israa’ (17):56] 

{�ÈÇ��Æ�Å�Ä�Ã�Â�Á�Ñ��Ð�Ï�Î�Í�Ì�Ë�Ê�É�
�Û�Ú�Ù�Ø�×Ö�Õ�Ô�Ó�Òz 

“Say: call upon those whom you claim as deities besides Allaah. They don’t even own the 
weight of a tiny ant in the heavens or upon the earth, and they have no share in either of 
them, and He does not have among them any assistant.” [Saba’ (34):22]  That means they don’t own 
even the weight of a tiny ant – neither independently, nor in a shared partnership. In fact, no human 
owns anything in this life except if Allaah allows him to own it, as preceded in the statement of 
Allaah U, 

{b�a�`�_�~�}�|�{z 
“You grant dominion to whom You will and seize dominion from whom You will.” Also, no 
one who does not have dominion over this creation – not even an ant’s weight of it – is entitled to 
any type of worship being directed to him, since worship is to be directed only to the Glorious 
Absolute Sovereign, Majestic Creator, and Lord who regulates all of creation, without any partner. 
May His Majesty be magnified, His dominion reign supreme, His splendour be exalted; there is none 
worthy of worship except Him. 
 Once, when I travelled abroad, I encountered a man over the age of sixty who had hung an 
amulet around his neck. He was so captivated by it that he wore it outside his clothing, whereas 
most people would conceal it. I asked him why he wore it around his neck and he said it was in 
order for it to keep his sustenance coming to him in abundance. 
 Perhaps some people even believe that about the beads they use for counting. However, I 
ask you by Allaah: is it conceivable that someone like this comprehends the meaning of Allaah’s 
name al-Malik? Where is the intellect of a person who hangs a piece of metal on his neck and 
believes it will keep his sustenance coming in abundance? Where is his eemaan in Allaah, the One 
who is al-Malik, ar-Razzaaq (the Provider), al-Mu‘tee (the Bestower), and al-Jawaad (the Most 
Generous)? Where is his eemaan in the statement of Allaah I, 

{|�{��z�y�xz 
“And in the heaven is your sustenance and what you were promised” [ath-Thaariyaat (51):22] meaning: 
with Allaah. 
 However, the leaders of misguidance and callers to falsehood demolish religion and they 
corrupt intellects, and our Prophet r said, 

 	 ��� ;�U ���� P	� 	$ �J& 	7	� & 	 ���5 	�� �� �V ��� 	* ��W 

“I very much fear for my Ummah leaders who misguide them,”13 because they trap people by 

                                                           

13 From the narration of Thawbaan t collected by Ahmad (22393) and at-Tirmithee (2229) who graded it hasan saheeh. 
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plunging them into false beliefs and corrupt attachments to things for which Allaah never revealed 
any authority. 
 In concluding this point, and all favour is due to Allaah alone, the man mentioned earlier 
accepted the proofs relevant to this topic after I presented some of them to him, and he said he 
would inform and warn his people about these awful things. 
 

His statement, “To You belongs all hamd; You are al-Haqq.” Al-Haqq is one of the names 
of Allaah, and it means that there is no doubt about Him; not in His thaat (essence), or His 

asmaa wa sifaat (names and attributes), or His ruboobiyyah (Lordship), or His uloohiyyah (right to be 
worshipped). He is the only deity deserving of worship, and there is no other legitimate deity except 
Him. Thus, Allaah Himself is haqq, His names and attributes are haqq, and His actions and words are 
haqq; the laws He prescribes and things He informs us of are haqq; His promise is haqq, meeting Him 
is haqq, and calling upon Him alone is haqq. As such, no one should be invoked except Allaah, and 
no act of worship should be directed to anyone other than al-Haqq al-Mubeen (the only One who 
truly and clearly deserves all worship). Allaah I has said, 

{¡���~�}�|�{�z�y�x�©��¨�§�¦�¥�¤�£�¢z 
“That is because Allaah is al-Haqq, and all that they invoke besides Him is falsehood; and 

Allaah is al-‘Alee (the Most High) al-Kabeer (the Most Great).” [al-Hajj (22):62] He I has also said, 

{�WV�U�T�S��R�Q��P��O�N��M�L�K�J�I�H�G�F�E�DC�B�A� �

]�\�[��Z�Y�Xz 
“Invoking Him alone is the haqq; whereas those whom they invoke besides Him cannot 
answer them in any way, except like someone who stretches out his two hands to water 
asking it to reach his mouth, but it cannot reach it. And the invocation of those who 
disbelieve in Allaah is nothing else but misguided.” [ar-Ra‘d (13):14] Consider the case of a man 
stricken by severe thirst who stood far from a freshwater river and stretched out his two hands in its 
direction, would the water come to his mouth? I swear by Allaah that it would not. Such is the 
parable Allaah has given in the Qur’aan for someone who takes recourse to other than Him – 
whatever it may be – to show his utter lack of understanding, the corruption of his intellect, and his 
being astray from the proper path. 
 

His statement, “Your promise is al-Haqq.” Allaah I is truthful in His promise and does not 
go back on His word. This also includes having eemaan that Allaah will grant His worshipping 

servants, awliyaa’, and chosen ones all the bounty and good He has promised them in full, both in 
this world and the hereafter. Allaah U has said, 

{�RQ�P��O�NM�L�K��J�I�H�G�F��E�D�C�B�A� �

W�V�U�T�S�z 
“And those who have eemaan and do righteous deeds, We shall admit them into Jannaat 
under which rivers flow, abiding therein forever; a promise from Allaah in truth. And who is 

more truthful than Allaah in speech?” [al-Nisaa’ (4):122] He U has also said, 

�{L��K��J���I�H�G�F�E�D�CB�Az 
“Allaah has made a binding promise. Allaah does not break His promise, but most of the 

4 
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people do not know.” [ar-Room (30):6] One of the supplications made by people of sound intellect is, 

{Û�Ú�Ù�Ø�×ÖÕ�Ô�Ó�Ò�Ñ�Ð�Ï�Îz 
“Our Lord, You shall indeed gather all people on a day about which there is no doubt. 
Certainly, Allaah does not break His promise.” [Aali ‘Imraan (3):9] Another of their supplications is, 

�{�Ï�Î�Í�ÌËÊ�É�È��Ç�Æ�Å��Ä�Ã�Â�Áz 
“Our Lord, grant us what You have promised us by way of Your Messengers, and do not 
disgrace us on the Day of Resurrection. You certainly do not break Your promise.” [Aali ‘Imraan 

(3):194] 
 

His statement, “Your word is al-Haqq” means that it contains no falsehood, as Allaah I has 
said, 

�{�X�W�V�U�TS��R�Qz 
“Al-Haqq is from your Lord, so do not ever be among those who harbour doubt.” [al-Baqarah (2):147] 

�{}��|�{�z�y�x�w�vz 
“As for those who have eemaan, they know that it is al-Haqq from their Lord.” [al-Baqarah (2):26] 

�{�|�{�z}�z 
“And it is most certainly al-Haqq from your Lord.” [al-Baqarah (2):149] 

�{�p�o�n����m�lk��j���i�h�g�f�e�d�cz 
“Falsehood cannot approach it from before it or from behind it; it is revelation from the All-
Wise, Most Praiseworthy.” [Fussilat (41):42] 

{l�k�x�w�v��u�t��s�r���q�����p���o�nmz 
“Do they not contemplate over the Qur’aan? Had it been from other than Allaah, they would 
have found in it much discrepancy.” [an-Nisaa’ (4):82] Thus, all the speech of Allaah is truth and there is 
no falsehood in it. May His speech be absolved from and glorified above all forms of falsehood. 
This is one of the things from which a Muslim should take admonition; thus, he must not turn away 
from the speech of Allaah and the infallible speech of His Messenger r. 
 In his saying, “You are al-Haqq, Your promise is al-Haqq, Your word is al-Haqq” 
there is the prefix “al-” which implies in this context that He is more entitled to that description 
than anyone else. The Prophet r did not use “al-” when referring to created things, as he said, 
“meeting You is haqq, Jannah is haqq, the Fire is haqq;” but he did use it in reference to 
Allaah, His promise, and His speech. 
 

His statement, “meeting You is haqq” is an extremely important aspect of ‘aqeedah which 
everyone must always bear in mind. Allaah I has said, 

�{Â�Á�À�¿�¾z 
“And observe taqwaa of Allaah, and know that you shall meet Him.” [al-Baqarah (2):223] 

�{�s�r�q�p���o�nz 
“Those who were certain they would meet Allaah said...” [al-Baqarah (2):249] And He I also stated, 

6 
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�{D�C�B�A z 
“Their greeting on the day they meet Him will be salaam.” [al-Ahzaab (33):44] Therefore, one must have 
a very firm unwavering belief that he shall stand before Allaah I. Allaah also stated in the very last 
aayah of Soorah al-Kahf, 

�{�î�í���ì�ë�ê�é�è���ç�æ��å���ä��ã�âz 
“Therefore, anyone who hopes to meet his Lord must do righteous deeds and not associate 
any partners in the worship of his Lord.” Righteous deeds refer to those which conform to the 
laws of Allaah and contain no trace of shirk. This renders them as being done for the Face of Allaah 
alone, having no partner, and these are the two conditions for any deed to be accepted: it must be 
sincerely for Allaah, and must conform to the laws brought by the Messenger of Allaah r. This 
shows us very clearly that when one has eemaan in the meeting with Allaah, and always bears this in 
mind, it produces deeds and leads one to prepare himself, taking all necessary provisions for the day 
of return to Allaah. To see the effect this ‘aqeedah has in rectifying deeds and ensuring a good 
outcome, look at what the inhabitants of Jannah say about the reason for their success and salvation: 

{¸�¶�µ�´��³�²±°� �̄®�¬�«�ª�©z 
“They said: Indeed, while we were still among our families we used to be fearful, so Allaah 
bestowed upon us His bounty and saved us from the torment of the blazing Fire.” [at-Toor (52):26-27] 
That means they were fearful of His punishment on the day they would meet Him. 
 Also, look at what is said by someone who receives the book of his deeds in his right hand, 

{v��u�t�s�rz 
“I was certain that I would meet the recompense of my deeds.” [al-Haaqqah (69):20] He says that on the 
day he is saved from humiliation and blessed with the greatest success. 
 

His statement, “Jannah is haqq, and the Fire is haqq” reflects having eemaan in Jannah 
and the Fire, and both of them are part of Allaah’s ultimately truthful promise about 

which He has sworn in many places in the Qur’aan regarding its truth, reality, and that it will 
inevitably take place. Allaah has promised Jannah to the mu’mineen. 

�{~�}�¥�¤�£�¢�¡������¯®�¬�«�ª�©�¨�§�¦�
¹���¸��¶�µ�´³�²�±�°z 

“Allaah has promised the men and women who have eemaan Jannaat under which rivers 
flow, dwelling therein forever, and fine dwellings in Jannaat of ‘Adn. And the pleasure of 
Allaah is even greater; that is the supreme success.” [at-Tawbah (9):72]  

On the contrary, Allaah has promised the Fire to the kaafireen. 

{³�²�±�°�¯��®�¬�À�¿�¾�½¼��»�º¹�¸�¶µ��´z 
“Allaah has promised the men and women who harbour nifaaq, and the kuffaar, the Fire of 
Jahannam, dwelling therein forever. It shall suffice them, and Allaah has cursed them, and 
they shall have eternal torment.” [at-Tawbah (9):68] 
 Despite Jannah and the Fire being part of his statement, “Your promise is al-Haqq,” they 
were both mentioned individually so as to draw attention to them and emphasize their importance. 
Having eemaan in them and their reality involves several things which may be summarized as follows: 

8&9 
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 1- There is no doubt about either of them, and that the Fire is the abode of the enemies of 
Allaah, and Jannah is the abode of His awliyaa’. Allaah has said, 

�{�À�¿�¾�½�¼�»��º�¹�¸�¶�µ��´�³�²��±��°�¯�®�¬�«
Å��Ä�Ã�Â�Á��È�Ç�Æ��ÊÉ��� �Ð�Ï���Î�Í�Ì��Ë�H�G�F�E�D�C�B�A

T�S�R��Q�P�O�N�M��L�K��J�I��z 
“O you who have eemaan ! Protect yourselves and your families from a Fire whose fuel is 
men and stones. Appointed over it are fierce, stern angels who do not disobey Allaah’s 
command to them, and they carry out all they are told. O you who have committed kufr  ! 
Make no excuse on this day; you shall only receive the recompense of what you used to do. 
O you who have eemaan ! Repent to Allaah sincerely so that your Lord would remit from you 
your sins, and admit you to Jannat under which rivers flow.” [at-Tahreem (66):6-8] There are many aayaat 
to this effect, and whenever Allaah U mentions Jannah He also mentions the Fire, and when He 
mentions inhabitants of the Fire He also mentions inhabitants of Jannah. This is done in order to 
make clear the everlasting bounty He has prepared for His awliyaa’ in Jannah, and the painful torment 
that lies in wait for His enemies in the Fire. 
 2- The belief that they both presently exist. Allaah has said about Jannah, 

�{K�Lz 
“Prepared for the people of taqwaa” [Aali ‘Imraan (3):133] and also, 

�{�n�m�q�p�oz 
“Prepared for those who have eemaan in Allaah and His Messengers.” [al-Hadeed (57):21] 
 Allaah has said about the Fire, 

�{Ö�Õz 
“Prepared for the kaafireen” [al-Baqarah (2):24] and also, 

�{Î�Í�Ì����Ë�Êz 
“And We have prepared for those who deny the Hour a blazing Fire.” [al-Furqaan (25):11] 
 3- Believing in all the descriptions of Jannah which are in the Qur’aan and Sunnah. All the 
descriptions of Jannah fall under his statement, “Jannah is haqq” since it and all its descriptions and 
details in the Qur’aan and Sunnah are real, with no doubt about any of them. In addition, all the 
descriptions of the Fire fall under his statement, “the Fire is haqq” since it and all its descriptions 
and details in the Qur’aan and Sunnah are real, with no doubt about any of them. 
 4- Having the belief that Allaah will allow them to last forever, and that neither them nor 
their inhabitants will ever come to an end. Allaah has said about Jannah, 

�{�Z�Y�X��WV�U�Tz 
“They shall dwell there eternally. That is the supreme success.” [at-Tawbah (9):100] He I also said, 

{Ã�Â�Á�À�¿�¾�½�¼z 
“They will not experience there any fatigue, and they will not be removed from it.” [al-Hijr (15):48] 
 Allaah I has said about the Fire, 

{°�¯�®�¬�«�ª�©�¨�§��¦�¥��¤�£�¢�¡����~�}�|z 
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“Indeed, those who have committed kufr and oppression, Allaah will not forgive them and 
will not guide them to any path except the path to Jahannam, to dwell there eternally.” [an-Nisaa’ 

(4):168-169] Allaah U also said, 

{]����\�[�Z�Y�X��W��V�U�T�Sz 
“Indeed, Allaah has cursed the kaafireen and prepared for them a blazing Fire, to dwell 
there eternally.” [al-Ahzaab (33):64-65] 
 This ‘aqeedah about Jannah and the Fire drives an individual to prepare himself by doing 
deeds which will lead to Jannah and by remaining away from deeds which will lead to the Fire. This is 
in a du‘aa’ narrated from our Prophet r, 

 & 	� 	� 	*�+ 	,��� 	
��	F �0	� ;���5 �� �����, XN 	 	$ ��	� X@ �� 	� �� �� & 	���	��5 	H �8 	�  XN 	 	$ ��	� X@ �� 	� �� �� & 	���	��5 	H �8 	� & 	� 	� ��&�+�� 	� �� 	
�1 �Y� �$	� 	� 

“O Allaah, I earnestly ask You for Jannah and every word and deed which brings me nearer 
to it; and I seek refuge in You from the Fire and every word and deed which brings me 
nearer to it.”14 
 Thus, if an individual has eemaan in Jannah and the Fire, and that they are both haqq, it is 
necessary for him to enact the deeds and statements which will bring him closer to Jannah, and 
remain away from deeds and statements that will bring him closer to the Fire. 
 

His saying, “the Prophets are haqq” expresses eemaan in the Noble Messengers, which is 
one of the six foundations upon which eemaan stands. Allaah I has said, 

{�s�r�q�pon�m�l��k��j�i�h�gu��tz 
“The Messenger has eemaan in what was revealed to him from his Lord, and so do the 
mu’minoon; each of them has eemaan in Allaah, His angels, His books, and His 
Messengers.” [al-Baqarah (2):285] Eemaan in the Prophets is: to believe they are the best and purest of 
creation, and that Allaah selected them and sent them with truth and guidance; all of them speak the 
truth, and receive revelation which is the truth; they are all righteous, rightly guided, sincere 
individuals who constantly observe taqwaa; they guide others while they themselves are upon clear 
guidance from Allaah; He sent them to teach all creation about Him, call them to Him, convey glad 
tidings to those who respond to their call, and warn those who oppose; they fulfilled the duty of 
completely and clearly conveying to their respective nations all of what Allaah commanded them to 
convey; they left no good without directing their nations to it, and left no evil without warning them 
from it. 

{�Z��Y�X����W�V�Uz 
“And the Messenger has no duty except to clearly convey.” [an-Noor (24):54] With that being 
accomplished, proof was established against the creation, all excuses ended, and the path was made 
clear. Allaah I said, 

�{å�ä�ã�â�á��à�ß�Þ���Ý�æ��ç���é�èz 
“So He would know that they conveyed the messages of their Lord, and He has complete 
knowledge of all that they had with them, and He has taken account of everything with 

perfect precision.” [al-Jinn (72):28] He I also said, 

                                                           

14 From the narration of ‘Aa’ishah z collected by Ahmad (25019), ibn Maajah (3846), and al-Haakim (1/702) who said it is saheeh al-
isnaad. 
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{�w�v�u�t�s��r�qp�o�nxz 
“Messengers sent as bearers of glad tidings and as warners so that people would have no 
proof against Allaah after the Messengers.” [an-Nisaa’ (4):165] 
 A component of eemaan in Prophets is eemaan in the revelation and messages which they were 
given. Allaah I has said, 

�{�S�R�Q�P�O�N�M��LK�J�I�H��G�F��E���D��C��B
\�[�Z��YX�W�V�U�Tz 

“We have given you revelation, just as We gave revelation to Nooh and the Prophets after 
him; and We gave revelation to Ibraaheem, Ismaa‘eel, Ishaaq, Ya‘qoob, the twelve tribes 
descending from Ya‘qoob, ‘Eesaa, Ayyoob, Yoonus, Haaroon, and Sulaymaan; and We gave 
Daawood the Zaboor.” [an-Nisaa’ (4):163] 
 Another component it entails is eemaan in the noble angels who conveyed this revelation to 
the Messengers. Allaah I has chosen messengers among His noble angels who convey whatever He 
wishes to His human messengers; and He chose human messengers to convey His messages to 
mankind. Allaah has said, 

{r�q�p�����o�n��m�l�s���w�v�u����tz 
“Allaah chooses from among the angels messengers, and from among mankind. Indeed, 
Allaah hears all and sees all.” [al-Hajj (22):75] Belief in the all the angels is a pillar of eemaan and one of its 
tremendous foundations, and it entails believing in their names, numbers, descriptions, and duties, 
all in light of what has been revealed about them; in general where mentioned in general, and in 
detail where mentioned in detail. 
 

His statement, “Muhammad r is haqq” expresses eemaan specifically in the Prophethood 
of Muhammad r: the one Allaah chose from among His creation; most elite of His 

worshipping servants; most noble of creation to Allaah; head of people who observe taqwaa; leader 
of those who shall have brightness upon their faces and limbs on the Day of Judgement; master of 
all the children of Aadam; and seal of the Prophets. 

{Ä�Ã�Â�Á��À�¿�¾�½�¼�»�º�¹z 
“Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but he is the Messenger of Allaah and seal 
of the Prophets.” [al-Ahzaab (33):40] Allaah sent him with truth and guidance, as a bearer of glad tidings, 
warner, caller to Allaah by His permission, and a shining lamp. He fulfilled the duty of conveying 
clearly, and left no good without directing his Ummah to it, and no evil without warning them from 
it. 
 One aspect of eemaan in him is the actualization of bearing witness that Muhammad is the 
Messenger of Allaah, which means to obey his commands, believe in what he informed us about, 
and avoid what he prohibited and censured; to worship Allaah only with what he legislated, not 
based on one’s whims or by innovated means; putting love for him over love for all people – 
whether sons, fathers, or other relatives – and even above love for one’s own self; revering and 
respecting him; and other rights as well which Allaah has obligated upon us. He was a servant not to 
be worshipped, and a Messenger not to be belied; he is to be obeyed and followed. Those who obey 
him shall enter Jannah, and those who disobey him shall enter the Fire. 

Allaah I sealed the line of Messengers by sending him as a Messenger, and the line of 
messages with his message. Thus, there is no Prophet after him and no book after his. The 
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Messenger of Allaah r himself said, 

 	>T �� �O	1 �;�. 	�  

“There is no Prophet after me,” and he informed us that many lying impostors would emerge, 
each of them claiming to be a Prophet. 
 At this point, I wish to briefly recount an incident which happened with me recently, as it 
pertains to this very topic. 
 A man was brought to me and the people told me that he says strange and incredible things. 
They wanted me to hear what he had to say, so I asked him, “What do you have to say?” He replied, 
“I have seen that light and illumination enter me and revelation descends upon me, and this 
revelation tells me I am a Prophet ordered to convey to humanity and to clarify this truth and 
guidance to them.” I then asked him, “Revelation descends to you?” to which he replied, “Yes!” I 
then said, “You have spoken the truth!” to his amazement and the amazement of everyone else 
present. I then continued, “However, I want you to pay close attention so that you don’t confuse 
things. You are right in saying that revelation descends to you, but the scholars – may Allaah have 
mercy upon them – have classified revelation into two categories: 
 The first category is revelation which comes from Allaah, as mentioned in His statement, 

�{l�k����j���i�hg�f�e�d�c��u����t�s�r�q�p�o�n�mz 
“And it is indeed revelation sent down by the Lord of all creation; carried by the trustworthy 
angel; to your heart so that you would be among the warners; in a clear Arabic tongue.” [ash-

Shu‘araa’ (26):192-195] 
 I then added that, by scholarly consensus, this category of revelation ended with the death of 
the Prophet r, and I mentioned the incident where Aboo Bakr and ‘Umar C visited Umm Ayman, 
wetnurse of the Prophet r who himself used to visit her. Thus, Aboo Bakr and ‘Umar visited her as 
well, as did the Prophet r. When they arrived, she wept, so they asked her, “Why are you crying? 
What is with Allaah is best for His Messenger r.” She responded, “I am not weeping because I 
don’t know that what is with Allaah is best for His Messenger r; rather, I weep because revelation 
from the heavens has now ceased,” and her statement provoked them to cry with her as well.15 Thus, 
this category of revelation has stopped. 
 The second category of revelation is what Allaah referred to in the Qur’aan where He said, 

�{`�_�������~�}�|�{z 
“And, indeed, the shayaateen give revelation to their helpers so they can dispute with you.” 
[al-An‘aam (6):121] Allaah also mentioned it in the Qur’aan where He said, 

�{�¡����~��}�|�{�z�y�x�w�v�uz 
“Shall I inform you about whom the shayaateen descend upon? They descend upon every 
sinful liar.” [ash-Shu‘araa’ (26):221-222] 
 I told him that this is the revelation which has descended to you. However, I earnestly, 
honestly advise you – for the sake of Allaah – that you seek refuge in Allaah from shaytaan, the 
outcast, and that you forsake this misguidance so that you don’t harm yourself and harm those with 
you. 
 He said, “I seek refuge in Allaah from shaytaan, the outcast,” and I then said that shaytaan has 
certainly misguided many others before you with this very type of speech, so don’t allow him to 
mockingly manipulate your intellect. Whenever any revelation of this sort comes to you, seek refuge 

                                                           

15 Collected by Muslim (2454). 
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in Allaah from shaytaan, and it will leave and you will be protected by the permission of Allaah. 
 

His statement, “the Hour is haqq.” The Hour referred to is when the angel entrusted with 
the horn shall blow into it, at which point this world will come to an end. Allaah I has said, 

�{k�j�i�h�g�f�e�d�cz 
“And on the day when the Hour shall be established, those who did wrong will swear that 
they had only been in this world for nothing but at an hour.” [ar-Room (30):55] 

{²�±���°���� �̄®z 
“And on the day when the Hour shall be established, those who did wrong will be utterly 
sorrowful, having lost all hope.” [ar-Room (30):12] 

{Ã�Â�Á�À��¿z 
“And on the day the when the Hour shall be established, that is the day when they will be 
distinct from each other.” [ar-Room (30):14] 

{S�R�Q�P�O��Tz 
“And the Hour is coming, with no doubt about it.” [al-Hajj (22):7]  It is called “the Hour” because it 
will occur in one instant, at which point all will come to an end; the life of this world will end in 
every way, and the life of the hereafter will begin. For anyone who dies, his qiyaamah occurs, but 
there is a minor qiyaamah and a major one. The minor qiyaamah is what happens to each individual 
respectively when his soul leaves his body, he departs from his family, his deeds come to an end, and 
he receives the recompense for deeds – good for good, and evil for evil. The major qiyaamah is what 
will happen to everyone together, overtaking them all at once. 
 The proof for saying that when someone dies his qiyaamah occurs is a narration collected by 
Muslim from ‘Aa’ishah z where she said that when the bedouins came to the Messenger of Allaah 
r they asked him when the Hour would be. He looked at the youngest one of them and said,  

 �� �L�U 	$& 	0 �� �L�� 	� 	$ �� 	�& 	� , �< 	8 	���� �? �3 �� ���E ��	� � 	Z 	[ �\�O	E �-�5 

“If this person lives on, he will not reach old age before your Hour would be established for 
you.”16 
 Ahmad and others collected that Haani’, the mawlaa of ‘Uthmaan, said: when ‘Uthmaan 
would stand at a grave he would weep until his beard became wet, so he was asked, “You think 
about Jannah and the Fire but don’t cry, yet you weep over this?” He replied that the Messenger of 
Allaah r said, 

,�?�+ �� �8 	��E	� �M 	� �O	1 & 	 	  �?�+ �� �]�+	E �-�^ 	  ,�A 	8 �7 �_� �@ �̀ &	+ 	� �@ ��	� �8�. 	'���  �?�+ �� !� 	a	� �M 	� �O	1 & 	 	  �?�+ �� �]�+ 	E ��	� �-�5 	� 

“The grave is the first stage of the hereafter. If one is saved during it, then what follows will 
be easier than it; and if one is not saved during it, then what follows will be more severe than 
it.”17 
 

His statement, “O Allaah, to You I submit.” Allaah has said, 

{±�°�¯�®�¬z 

                                                           

16 Saheeh Muslim (2952). 
17 Collected by Ahmad (454), ibn Maajah (4267), and at-Tirmithee (2308) who graded it hasan. 
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“Thus, turn to your Lord in repentance and submit to Him.” [az-Zumar (39):54] 

�{c��b�a`�_z 
“Thus, submit to Him; and convey glad tidings to those who are humble before Him.” [al-Hajj 

(22):34] 
 Islaam means submission to Allaah with tawheed, yielding to Him with obedience, and 
absolving oneself from shirk. Hence, Islaam is submission to Allaah, obeying Him, and carrying out 
His commands; it is submission to Allaah, not to anything else. Anyone who does not submit to 
Allaah is arrogant, and anyone who submits to Allaah and to others has committed shirk. Both 
arrogance and shirk are at complete odds with Islaam (submission and surrender), and Allaah does 
not accept any other religion from any earlier or later generation of people, as He I has stated, 

{l�k��j�i�hz 
“Indeed, the religion with Allaah is Islaam.” [Aali ‘Imraan (3):19] And He I has also said, 

{k�j�i�h�g�f�e�d�c��b�a�`_z 
“And if anyone desires other than Islaam as a religion, it will never be accepted from him, 
and in the hereafter he will be among those who have lost.” [Aali ‘Imraan (3):85] 
 

His statement, “in You I have eemaan” as the One whom I worship and as my Lord, and 
there is none worthy of worship except You. Allaah has said, 

{U�T�Sz 
“Say: We have eemaan in Allaah.” [al-Baqarah (2):136] Also, one of the prayers said by the people of sound 
intellect is, 

{´³�²�±�°¯�®�¬�«�ª�©����»�º�¹�¸�¶�µ�¿�¾�½�¼z 
“Our Lord, we indeed heard a caller inviting to eemaan saying, ‘Have eemaan in Your 
Lord’; thus, we have eemaan. Our Lord, forgive us our sins, expiate our misdeeds, and 
cause us to die with the righteous.” [Aali ‘Imraan (3):193] 
 This is the most significant pillar of the religion and the very foundation of the pillars of 
eemaan. It means having eemaan in the tawheed and uniqueness of Allaah in His names and attributes; 
eemaan in the fact that He is clearly and truly the One who deserves all worship; and that any worship 
directed to other than Him is complete falsehood and misguidance. This eemaan is founded upon 
three principles, all of which are contained in the supplication being discussed: 

-Eemaan in the uniqueness of Allaah regarding His ruboobiyyah (Lordship): that He is the only 
One who owns all things and performs the actions He performs without any partner. This is 
contained in the statements “You are the Qayyim of the heavens, earth, and whoever they 
contain” and “You are the Malik of the heavens, earth, and whoever they contain.” 
 -Eemaan in the uniqueness of Allaah regarding His uloohiyyah (right to be worshipped): that 
He alone is to be worshipped without any partner, making the religion sincerely for Him, and 
singling Him out with all forms of worship. This is contained in the statements “O Allaah, to You 
belongs all hamd ” and “none has the right to be worshipped except You.” 
 -Eemaan in the uniqueness of Allaah regarding His asmaa’ wa sifaat (names and attributes): 
that Allaah is unique in His essence, names, attributes, and there is none like Him in any of those 
things. This supplication being discussed contains six beautiful names of Allaah U which encompass 
all attributes of perfection and qualities of majesty, and the phrase “You are al-Haqq” contains all 
these categories, as has preceded. 
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 His statement, “to You I submit, and in You I have eemaan” combines mention of 
Islaam with eemaan and, similarly, they are both mentioned together in the statement of Allaah I, 

{d�c�b�a�`��_�^�]�\�[�Z�Y�X�W��V�U�T�S�

��q�p�o�n�m�l�k�j�i�h��g�f�ez 
“Say: we have eemaan in Allaah; what He revealed to us; what He revealed to Ibraaheem, 
Ismaa‘eel, Ishaaq, Ya‘qoob, and the twelve tribes descending from Ya‘qoob; what was given 
to Moosaa and ‘Eesaa; and what was given to the Prophets by their Lord. We do not 
discriminate between any of them, and to Him we submit in Islaam.” [al-Baqarah (2):136] The principle 
which the scholars have mentioned in this regard is that if Islaam and eemaan are mentioned together 
simultaneously or in the same text, each of them has its own respective meaning to which it pertains. 
However, if each of them is mentioned separately and individually, each of them carries its own 
respective meaning along the meaning of the other. 
 Furthermore, there is also the principle established by the scholars which explains that there 
are certain terms which comprise several meanings when used alone or in an absolute sense, but 
when any such term is mentioned together with other terms, it only carries some of its initial 
meaning while the terms it is mentioned alongside carry the remainder of the meaning.  

Here, Islaam and eemaan are mentioned together; Islaam refers to actions, while eemaan refers to 
beliefs. The well-known hadeeth of Jibreel clarifies this since the Prophet r said, 

 � �C� 	> �-	� 	� 	� �R	4 �-	� �<b �0 �5  �5 	?	� �> 	�� �' �4 	� ,�B� �@� �0 	� � c� � 	� �� �-	� 	� �B�  	b �d�� , 	-& 	V 	� 	� 	<� �d	4 	� , 	A& 	3 �e�� 	;�4 �= �4 	� , 	A 
 �5 	��O	f	U �0� �-�5 	���	.��� �] ��	4 	� cb��. 	0 �?��	� 

“Islaam is to testify that there is none worthy of worship except Allaah and that Muhammad 
is the Messenger of Allaah, to establish Salaah, pay Zakaah, fast Ramadaan, and perform 

Hajj at the House if you are able to do so,” and all of these are actions. He r then said that 
eemaan is 

 �1 	� �� �= �4 �-	� �B& 	� 	�  	b �_� �< ��	���� 	� �?�� �0 �� 	� �?�.�U �3 	� �?�U 	L�W,�8 �7  �M�8�� 	7 �� 	� 	'��&�1 	� �� �= �4 	� �M �8 	a 	� 

“That you believe in Allaah, His Angels, His Books, His Messengers, and the Last Day, and 
that you believe in Qadar, both the good and the evil of it,” and all of these are beliefs. 
Therefore, his statement “O Allaah, to You I submit” covers actions, while his statement “in You 
I have eemaan” covers beliefs. This also leads to another point, which is that Islaam comprises 
‘aqeedah (beliefs) and sharee‘ah (laws governing actions) – statements and actions. This is as the Salaf 
have said, “Eemaan is word and deed.” 
 

His statement, “upon You I place reliance.” This phrase is about tawakkul, the reality of 
which is the action and worshipping servitude of the heart while placing full reliance upon 

Allaah alone, full trust in Him, taking recourse to Him, relegating all matters to Him, and being 
content with His decree. All this is done due to the knowledge in the heart that Allaah I is 
sufficient and will choose what is best for His servant when he entrusts his affairs to Allaah and also 
pursues the necessary means, striving to attain his objective without doing things he has not been 
commanded to do, and without using means that are impermissible. 
 Tawakkul holds truly great status in the religion, and it is a tremendous obligation which 
must be directed sincerely to Allaah alone. It is one of the most comprehensive and important forms 
of worship due to the righteous deeds and many acts of obedience to Allaah which it produces. 
When the heart places reliance upon Allaah to the exclusion of all else for all religious and worldly 
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matters, it becomes truly sincere, its attachment to Allaah strengthens, and its certainty and trust in 
its Lord increase. This tawakkul is embodied by the true mu’min in all religious and worldly matters. 
He maintains it in his salaah, fasting, Hajj, kind treatment of others, and in all matters pertaining to 
the religion. He also maintains it when seeking out a lawful income, and in all other affairs of this 
world. 
 

His statement, “to You I turn in repentance” refers to returning to Allaah I and 
endeavouring to obey Him, as He said, 

{±�°�¯�®�¬z 
“And turn to your Lord in repentance, and submit to Him.” [az-Zumar (39):54]. In many places in the 
Qur’aan, Allaah has mentioned turning to Him in repentance, commanded it, and praised those who 
do so. 
 The reality of this repentance is for the heart to be drawn to Allaah under all circumstances. 
It turns to Allaah with gratitude during times of comfort; turns to Him in humility during times of 
distress; turns to Him in abundant supplication when requesting all of the soul’s many needs and 
necessities; and turns to Him by remembering and making mention of Him at all times. 
 It also refers to returning to Allaah in repentance from all acts of disobedience, as well as 
referring back to Him in all of one’s deeds and words by ascertaining whether or not they conform 
to the Book of Allaah and Sunnah of His Messenger r. In this way, all deeds and words are 
evaluated by the criteria of the sharee‘ah (laws set by Allaah). 
 

His statement, “to You I resort in facing opponents” seeking Your assistance, O Allaah, 
in establishing my case, and in all instances of contention and dispute with Your enemies, 

and in replying to them and explaining the corruption, falsity and misguidance of their beliefs. I 
resort to You alone in all of that. 
 This shows how the servant of Allaah entrusts his affairs to his Lord in replying to the 
falsehood and misguidance of those who promote such things, just as Allaah informed us that His 
Prophet, Shu‘ayb u said, 

�{ÏÎ�Í�Ì�Ë�ÊÉ�È�����Ç�Æ�Å�Ä�Ó�Ò�Ñ�Ðz 
“I desire nothing except rectification as much as I am able, and I have no success except by 
Allaah. Upon Him I place my reliance, and to Him I turn in repentance.” [Hood (11):88] 
 

His statement, “and with You I seek judgement.” This shows that seeking decision and 
judgement are to be done from the laws of Allaah who has said, 

{ÉÈ�Ç��Æ�Å�Ä�Ã�Â�Á�Ð�Ï�Î�Í�Ì�Ë�Êz 
“And whenever you differ about anything, refer its decision to Allaah. That is Allaah, my 

Lord. Upon Him I place my reliance, and to Him I turn in repentance.” [ash-Shooraa (42):10] He I also 
said, 

{µ�´�³�²�±���°�� �̄®�¬�

À�¿�¾��½�¼�»�º�����¹�¸�¶z 
“Therefore, no! By your Lord, they cannot have eemaan until they appoint you as judge in 
all which they dispute, then not find any objection within themselves to what you decide, 
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and accept it with full submission.” [an-Nisaa’ (4):65] Matters are not to be referred to anything except the 
Book of Allaah and the Sunnah of His Prophet r. 

�{�×�Ö�Õ�Ô��Ó�Ò����Ù�Ø�ß�Þ�Ý�Ü������Û�Úz 
“If you differ over anything, refer it to Allaah and the Messenger if you truly have eemaan in 
Allaah and the Last Day.” [an-Nisaa’ (4):59] Referring them to Allaah is done by returning to His Book, 
and referring them to the Messenger r is done by returning to his Sunnah. Anyone who desires 
other than that falls under the statement of Allaah, 

{Ð��Ú�Ù�Ø�×�Ö�Õ�Ô�ÓÒ�Ñz 
“Is it the judgement of ignorance and misguidance which they desire? And who is better 
than Allaah in judgement for a people who have certainty?” [al-Maa’idah (5):50] 
 After these extraordinary fundamental principles which the Prophet r mentioned while 
privately beseeching his Lord, using them to seek means to Him, he then stated his objective, which 
was seeking forgiveness for sins. 
 From this, we learn an incredibly vital lesson: the greatest means to being successful with 
Allaah and attaining His pleasure is to have the correct ‘aqeedah. Here we find our Prophet and role 
model r privately beseeching his Lord in the depths of the night, seeking means to Him by way of 
these tremendous fundamental principles: “You are the Qayyim of the heavens, earth...,” “You 
are the Noor of the heavens...,” “You are the Malik of the heavens...,” “You are al-Haqq, 
Your promise is al-Haqq, Your word is al-Haqq, meeting You is haqq, Jannah is haqq, the 

Fire is haqq, the Prophets are haqq, Muhammad r is haqq, and the Hour is haqq. O Allaah, 
to You I submit, in You I have eemaan, upon You I place reliance, to You I turn in 
repentance, to You I resort in facing opponents, and with You I seek judgement.” All of 
these are beliefs – in fact, they are the foundations of ‘aqeedah – and he mentioned them affirming 
and confessing his eemaan and belief in order to seek means to Allaah by them. Therefore, the 
greatest thing which can be used to seek means to Allaah I is having the correct ‘aqeedah. 
 From this, we also learn that a corrupt ‘aqeedah severs one’s means to Allaah. When one’s 
‘aqeedah is unsound, the means between himself and Allaah is severed since there is no means to 
Allaah other than a sound ‘aqeedah. I swear by Allaah! There is no means to bring one closer to 
Allaah other than having the correct ‘aqeedah which is taken from the Book of Allaah and Sunnah of 
our Noble Messenger r. This is an absolutely priceless lesson which we must always keep in mind. 
 Another point to be made is that invented formulas of words used by some to remember 
Allaah – which ignorant people put great effort and exaggeration into devising and concocting – 
actually sever the means to Allaah. This is because they preoccupy people from using the prescribed 
words of thikr which contain all forms of good in totality, as well as protection and being 
safeguarded from error. On the contrary, preoccupying people with invented, concocted formulas 
has no such safeguard from error and misguidance.  
 Shaykh al-Islaam ibn Taymiyyah ? noted 

With respect to taking a formula for oneself that is not legislated, or making it a practice to use words 
of thikr that are not legitimate, such things are not to be done. Moreover, the various words of du‘aa’ 
and thikr which are legislated contain the most lofty objectives and the best of what anyone could hope 
for, and no one would turn away from them and resort to innovated concocted formulas except 
someone who is ignorant, negligent, or excessive.18 

 He ? also said 
Among the people most deserving of censure is someone who takes for himself a formula which he 

                                                           

18 Majmoo‘ al-Fataawaa (22/511). 
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regularly repeats but was not narrated from the Prophet r – even if it was a formula used by some of 
the mashaayikh – and he abandons the words which were used by the Prophet r – the master of all 
children of Aadam, leader of all creation, and the proof which Allaah established against His servants.19 
 

His statement, “thus, forgive me for what I have done before and what I shall do later 
on; what I have done in private and what I have done in public” meaning: O Allaah, 

forgive me all my sins, for Your mercy is indeed immense, and Your pardon is truly most gracious; 
You are al-Ghafoor (Most Forgiving) ar-Raheem (Most Merciful), and none forgives sins except You. 
 Allaah I has said, 

{l�k�j�i�h�g���f�e�d�c�b�a�`�_�^�]z 
“And those who, when they commit some immoral act or wrong themselves, remember 
Allaah and seek forgiveness for their sins; and who can forgive sins except Allaah?” [Aali ‘Imraan 

(3):135] 
Had the Prophet r said, “Forgive me all my sins,” it would have been a shorter expression 

which comprised all the aforementioned meanings. However, seeking forgiveness from Allaah is 
something truly tremendous and it demands that one call to mind the various types of sins he has 
perpetrated: old, recent, few, many, in private, or in public. One must realize that he has committed 
all those sins and fallen short in his duty to Allaah. As a result, he must seek forgiveness from Allaah 
for those sins, since Allaah is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful, and no sin is too large for Him to 
forgive. 

�{�~�}���|�{�z�y�x�w�v�u�t����������ª���������©��¨����§�¦¥������¤����£�¢�¡z 
“Say: O My servants who have transgressed against themselves, do not despair of the mercy 
of Allaah. Indeed, Allaah forgives all sins. He is truly the Most Forgiving, the Most 
Merciful.” [az-Zumar (39):53] 

With that said, the momentous role seeking forgiveness plays should be very clear as it 
takes a servant from doing a despised deed to doing a beloved one; from a deficient deed to one that is 
complete. It elevates him from a low standing to a higher and more complete one. The individual who 
worships Allaah and knows Him increases each day – in fact, each hour, or even each moment – in 
knowledge about Allaah, and insight into His religion and worship, and he shall find the result of that 
in his food, drink, sleep, wakefulness, sayings, and deeds. He shall sense shortcomings in the awareness 
of his own heart when he attempts to perform noble deeds and fulfil them properly. He will realize his 
dire need of seeking forgiveness throughout the night and at the ends of the day; compelled to 
continuously do so in all statements and situations, private and public, due to the advantages it 
contains, such as attaining goodness, riddance of evils, and seeking additional strength for deeds of the 
heart and body which stem from his eemaan and certainty.20 
 

His statement “You are al-Muqaddim (who advances) and You are al-Mu’akhkhir 
(who holds back).” This expresses seeking means to Allaah using these two remarkable 

names of Allaah I. The two of them occur in this hadeeth within the context of seeking forgiveness 
for all sins – earlier, later, private, and public. This shows that sins destroy an individual and hold 
him back, whereas Allaah pardoning and forgiving His servant advances and raises him. All things lie 
in the Hand of Allaah; he lowers and raises; honours and humiliates; and gives and withholds. If 
Allaah decrees that someone be held in high esteem and put forth, none can deprive him of that; 
and if Allaah decrees that someone be degraded, disrespected, and held back, non can aid him in 

                                                           

19 Majmoo‘ al-Fataawaa (22/525). 
20 Majmoo‘ al-Fataawaa (11/696). 
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ridding himself of that. The Prophet r said, 

& 	�  �-�5 	� ,�? 	�& 	�	� �? 	� �' �E �-	� 	g& 	a �-�5 , 	�� �	�& 	O��� �H 	� �h�1& 	6	� �� �� ���� 	O�. �6�� 	���	1 	� �[ 	� �>�5 Xi�� 	� �� ��  �? 	:� 	̀ 	� �? 	SE �e�E �-	� 	g& 	a  −  ��	 �� ��
 ��� � ��:  	
�+E�D P	� 	$ &	+	1� �� �� ���. 	k �H��� �'��� 	i�� 	' �� & 	E  −  �? �O 	 �8 	E 	� �? �V �9 �G	E �� 	 �) �8�� ��	��1 �-� 	e� ���� 	� 

“There is no heart except that it is between two fingers among the fingers of the Lord of all 
creation. If He wills to make it upright, He makes it upright; and if He wills to let it stray, 
He lets it stray” – and he would say, “O Turner of the hearts, make our hearts firm upon Your 
religion” – “and the balance is in the Hand of ar-Rahmaan. He lowers it and raises it.”21 
 This shows that no individual is in complete independent control of his happiness or misery; 
being raised or lowered; or being advanced or held back. If he is guided, it is because Allaah guided 
him; if his eemaan is firm, it is because Allaah made it firm; if he is astray, it is because he has been 
directed away from guidance; and it is Allaah who is in charge of His servants’ hearts, directing and 
turning them as He wills without any resistance from any one of them. 
 Yet, despite this, an individual must still necessarily pursue and enact the beneficial and 
appropriate means which will allow him to be advanced and earn him the pleasure of Allaah. He 
must also necessarily remain away from all detrimental factors which will cause him to be held back 
and will subject him to the wrath of Allaah. This is as Allaah I has said, 

�{Õ�Ô��Ó�Ò�Ñ�Ð�Ïz 
“For whoever among you wishes to advance or remain behind.” [al-Muddaththir (74):37] This means to 
advance by doing what will bring one closer to Allaah, His pleasure, and the abode of His 
generosity; or to remain behind by committing sins which distance one from the pleasure of Allaah 
and draw him nearer to the wrath of Allaah and the Fire. Furthermore, in performing anything that 
leads to advancing, and avoiding anything that leads to remaining behind, no one is ever 
independent of Allaah, al-Muqaddim, al-Mu’akhkhir I. Thus, every worshipping servant of Allaah 
always remains in dire need of Him in all matters and can never be independent from his Lord and 
Protector for even the blink of an eye. 
 

His statement, “There is none worthy of worship except You” is the conclusion of this 
tremendous supplication using the absolutely greatest words there are: laa ilaaha illallaah 

(there is none worthy of worship except Allaah); the phrase of tawheed for which the creation was 
created, Messengers were sent, and books were revealed. Because of this phrase, people are divided 
into mu’mineen and kuffaar – the fortunate who are the inhabitants of Jannah, and the miserable who 
are the inhabitants of the Fire. This phrase is the most trustworthy handhold, the word of taqwaa, 
the greatest pillar of the religion, and the most important branch of eemaan. It is the path by which 
one succeeds in being admitted to Jannah and saved from the Fire. It is the shahaadah by which we 
testify, the key to the abode of happiness, and the root and foundation of the religion as well as its 
peak. The virtues of this phrase and the position it occupies in the religion are beyond what people 
can describe and greater than they can conceive. 
 This phrase constitutes seeking means to Allaah I by His uloohiyyah – that there is none 
worthy of worship except Him. Laa ilaaha illallaah contains negation and affirmation. It negates the 
right to be worshipped from everything besides Allaah, and it affirms the right to be worshipped – 
in all the forms worship takes – for Allaah I alone. This phrase is not acceptable to Allaah by 
merely saying it with one’s mouth without fulfilling what it means and enacting what the phrase itself 
stands for: negating shirk and affirming tawheed for Allaah, while maintaining the unwavering belief in 

                                                           

21 Collected by Ahmad in al-Musnad (17630) from an-Nawwaas ibn Sam‘aan with a saheeh chain of narration. 
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that and acting in accordance with it. By fulfilling these things, one would be a Muslim who has truly 
submitted to Allaah, and be one of the people of the phrase laa ilaaha illallaah. 
 Hence, someone who sincerely says laa ilaaha illallaah does not invoke anyone except Allaah; 
seek relief from anyone except Allaah; place complete reliance upon anyone except Allaah; make any 
vow except to Allaah; sacrifice except for Allaah; or direct any form of worship to anyone except 
Allaah. 

{¬�«ª�©¨§¦¥¤�£�¶�µ� �́³�²�±°�¯�®z 
“Say: Indeed, my prayer, my rites of sacrifice, my living and my dying are for Allaah, Lord of 
the worlds; He has no partner. This I have been commanded, and I am the first of the 
Muslims.” [al-An‘aam (6):162-163] 
 It can therefore be concluded that laa ilaaha illallaah is of no use unless one knows the 
negation and affirmation it contains, believes in it, and acts in accordance with it. If someone says it 
and outwardly acts in accordance with it, but does not believe in it, he is a munaafiq. If someone says 
it and completely contradicts it by performing acts of shirk, he is a kaafir. Also, if someone says it 
but leaves Islaam by denying any of the necessary components or rights of this phrase, it will not 
avail him even if he repeated it a thousand times. Additionally, if someone says it but directs acts of 
worship to other than Allaah – such as du‘aa’, sacrifice, vows, seeking relief, placing full reliance, 
repentance, hope, fear, love, or anything else to which only Allaah is entitled – he is a mushrik who 
has ascribed partners to Allaah U even if he said the phrase laa ilaaha illallaah with his mouth. This is 
because such an individual does not act in conformity with the tawheed and sincerity which this 
tremendous phrase entails and which are its very essence and meaning.22 
 The hadeeth under discussion also combines tawheed with seeking forgiveness, as in the 
statement of Allaah, 

{å�ä������ã�â�á��à��ß����Þ����Ý�Üz 
“Know that none has the right to be worshipped except Allaah, and seek forgiveness for 
your sins, and for the men and women who have eemaan.” [Muhammad (47):19] The two of them 
accompany each other in many other instances as well. 
 Shaykh al-Islaam ibn Taymiyyah ? said 

Saying laa ilaaha illallaah with sincerity and certainty completely drives away all types of shirk   –   

inconspicuous or conspicuous; done by mistake or deliberately; its former and later occurrences; done 
in private or in public – and removes all its manifestations, however hidden or minute. Seeking 
forgiveness wipes away any remaining misdeeds and effaces such sins, which are considered among the 
branches of shirk. This is since all sins are, in fact, among the branches of shirk. Thus, tawheed removes 
the root of shirk, and seeking forgiveness wipes away its subsidiary branches. Hence, the most 
profound word of praise is laa ilaaha illallaah (none has the right to be worshipped except Allaah), and 
the most profound supplication is astaghfirullaah (I seek forgiveness from Allaah).23 
 

His statement, “There is neither movement nor might except by Allaah” is an addition 
present in some of the saheeh narrations of this hadeeth. It expresses submitting, 

surrendering, and entrusting matters to Allaah; absolving oneself from all movement and might 
except by Allaah; and that no servant of Allaah has independent control of his own affairs, or any 
way to dispel harm or power to attain good, except by the will of Allaah. Thus, one cannot move 
from sin to obedience, illness to health, weakness to strength, deficiency to increase and completion, 
except by Allaah. Additionally, no one has the might to carry out any of his duties and accomplish 

                                                           

22 See Tayseer al-‘Azeez al-Hameed (pg.78). 
23 Majmoo‘ al-Fataawaa (11/697). 
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any of his objectives except by Allaah, the Most Great. 
This momentous phrase also affirms qadar, the divine decree, which is one of the very 

important foundations of the religion. Ibn al-Qayyim ? said, “The Muslim scholars have 
unanimously agreed about this phrase and fully accepted it. It is unequivocal and sufficient in 
affirming qadar and proving the falsity of beliefs held by the Qadariyyah sect.”24 For this reason, al-
Imaam al-Bukhaaree ? entitled a section of his Saheeh in the chapter about qadar : “Section: Laa 
hawla wa laa quwwata illaa billaah (There is neither movement nor might except by Allaah).”  

This phrase definitively affirms qadar since it expresses one’s surrender to Allaah, absolving 
oneself of all movement and might, and that all things occur by the divine decree and preordainment 
of Allaah; whatever He wills takes place, and whatever He does not will cannot occur. Nothing, no 
matter how minute, moves without His permission, and no event occurs without His will; not even 
an atom in the heavens and the earth escapes Him, and there is nothing smaller or larger than it 
except that He has full knowledge of it, is completely omnipotent over it, His will regarding it is 
carried out by His infinite ability, and it is executed according to His perfect wisdom. 

His saying, “There is none worthy of worship except You, and there is neither movement 
nor might except by Allaah” combines tawheed along with seeking assistance. “There is none 
worthy of worship except Allaah” is the statement of tawheed which is epitomized by 

{�S�Rz 
“You alone we worship,” while “there is neither movement nor might except by Allaah” is a 
statement of seeking assistance, which is epitomized by 

{�U�Tz 
“And from You alone we seek assistance.” 
 Allaah has combined these two principles in several places, such as 

�{j�i�hz 
“Therefore, worship Him and place full reliance upon Him.” [Hood (11):123] 

�{Ó�Ò�Ñ�Ðz 
“Upon Him I place full reliance, and to Him I repent.” [Hood (11):88] 

�{�f�e�d�c�b������a���`���_�^�]�\z 
“Say: He is my Lord. None has the right to be worshipped except Him. Upon Him I place 
full reliance and to Him I repent and return.” [ar-Ra‘d (13):30] 

�{l��k�j��m��£¢�¡������~�}|�{�z�y�x�w�vu��t�s��r��q�p�o���n� �
��©� �̈§�¦�¥�¤z 

“And whoever observes taqwaa of Allaah, He will make a way out for him, and provide for 
him from where he does not expect. And whoever places full reliance upon Allaah, He shall 
be sufficient for him. Allaah will indeed accomplish His purpose. Allaah has set for 
everything a due measure.” [at-Talaaq (65):2-3] 
 Hence, worship is to be directed only to Allaah, and assistance is to be sought only from 
Him. Whatever does not occur by the permission of Allaah cannot occur, as there is neither 
movement nor might except by Allaah; and whatever is not done for Allaah can yield no benefit and 
                                                           

24 Shifaa’ al-‘Aleel (pg.112). 
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will not last. And Allaah, Most High, knows best. 
 What a fine, wonderful night it would be when a Muslim stands up in its depths in order to 
pray to his Lord and Protector however much Allaah has decreed for him; beginning with this 
magnificent supplication; conscious of its meanings and all the tremendous things it signifies; 
renewing his eemaan and tawheed; fortifying his relationship with his Lord and Protector; hoping to 
attain its fine results and blessed effects; and all guidance and success comes from Allaah alone and 
none other. 
 In conclusion, all praise is due to Allaah, and I ask Him to make this sincerely for His Face; 
in accordance with what He loves; useful to His worshipping servants; and to guide me and all of 
our Muslim brothers to the words, deeds, and intentions which He loves and is pleased with; and to 
guide us all to His straight path – the path of those upon whom He has bestowed His favour, 
among the Prophets, siddeeqeen (those who completely affirm the truth brought by the Prophets in 
belief, word, and deed), martyrs, and righteous, as they are the finest of company. Indeed, He hears 
all prayers, and is most entitled to hope being placed in Him, and He is sufficient for us and the best 
to whom we entrust our affairs. May Allaah send salaah and abundant salaam upon our Prophet 
Muhammad, and his family and Companions until the Day of Reckoning.25 

 

                                                           

25 The basis of this essay was a lecture I delivered at the Islamic Institute in Gambia (25/6/1434h). The lecture recording was 
transcribed, I made a number of modifications to it, and I added other citations and valuable points. And Allaah alone guides and 
grants success, without any partner. 


